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Welcome to Your Wake-Up Call
Congratulations, you’ve been chosen. Freedom is 
under attack, our future is uncertain. And of all the 
billions of people who’ve ever inhabited the earth, 
you have been chosen to be here, in this country, 
right now, because you are capable of bearing this 
historic load, of making wise choices even if they’re 
not easy choices, of standing up for America and our 
fundamental beliefs in life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness. It’s in you..it’s why you’re here...it’s why 
you’re reading this...and it’s why I’m writing it. Like it 
or lump it, you’ve been chosen.

Now that we’ve got that covered, let me lay this on 
you, because you’ve been chosen to play a role in 
these miraculous days, you’re also accountable for 
taking what you learn and acting on it. It is your 
responsibility to stand up, speak out, and work to 
set things right. That’s exactly what happened to me.

I’m the founder of True the Vote, a non-partisan 
movement to help citizens take a stand for free and 
fair elections. I’ve been described as an activist, a 
political operative, and a great many other adjectives 
(some flattering, some slanderous) but the truth is, 
I’m just an average American that saw a problem in 
our government and I’m trying to help fix it. (BTW - 
I could really use your help, too, but more on that 
later).

It was in early 2008 when I had my “you’re chosen” 
moment. At no time prior to 2008 was being a 
“political activist operative” ever, ever, on my radar. 
I was (and still am, by the way) a wife and mother, 
a founding member of our church, a board member 
on our children’s school PTO, a city volunteer, and a 
small business owner. I believed that government was 
best left to the politicians; they could be relied upon 
to work on behalf of the American people using the 
Constitution as a guide, we would pay our taxes, and
me and mine would be left alone.

But somewhere in all of the political harum-scarum 
leading up to the November elections, things changed. 
I watched as our government made decisions that 
stood in stark contrast to what I believed were non-
negotiable American ideals. For the first time in my life 

I scared of what government had become and I saw 
myself as an unwitting accomplice. So, I looked at my 
children, my aging parents, my business, my church, 
my country, and decided I would to do something to 
help protect them, even if I didn’t know
what that something was.

At the same time I was receiving my own wake-up call/
epiphany, millions of people across the country were 
responding to similar wake-up calls in a movement 
we’ve come to know as the Tea Party Revolution. 
Average, heretofore apolitical, citizens were going
to rallies, waving our American flags and glitter painted 
signs that proclaimed such profound phrases as “Cut 
the Pork!” and “Hands Off My Healthcare!”. And as 
we stood next to one another we’d regularly ask 
“have you ever done anything like this before?
“No, I haven’t, have you?” “Nope, but it’s gotta be 
done, our government is out of control.” That’s all 
most of us knew. We were responding to something 
visceral, something beyond words, and it had to be 
done. It was an indescribable time.

The hallways of Congress can be a pretty intimidating 
place for beginners; even still, in the winter months 
of 2009 I forced myself to walk in and out of DC 
offices asking my elected their positions on everything 
from the debt ceiling to border control. Deep down, 
I hoped somewhere inside those offices I would be 
comforted to learn that Congress was reading bills, 
cutting spending, planning for our defense, stopping 
runaway entitlements and onerous regulations, and 
doing it all with the intent of limiting government, not 
growing it. Surely, they were working hard to return 
liberty to the American people. Somewhere, someone 
had a plan to make certain our country wouldn’t go 
completely off the rails. During one of my “house 
calls” I drummed up the nerve to ask. “Congressman, 
we all see that our country can’t sustain the path its 
on. So, what’s the plan?” The Congressman replied, 
simply and honestly, “There isn’t one.” He and I both 
knew he didn’t mean the entirety of our government 
was clueless. No, there was still some who had hope 
for a solution, but it wasn’t going to be clear cut, or
easy. The sobering answer was like stepping into a 
cold shower when you’re still half asleep. Reality hit 
hard. The problems of our country had gotten bigger 
than Washington, DC, bigger that any statehouse, 
could fix.
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All seasons have their end, and by the summer 
of 2009 the days of rallies had run their course. 
People were ready to take all their passion and 
direct it into meaningful action. Loose gatherings 
of citizens began to transform into structured 
organizations with mission statements and weekly 
meetings. Heated debates were had over what 
should be done, fueled by daily news reports of 
yet another government overreach, another freedom 
lost. We all watched the bailing out of big banks 
and nationalizing car companies. The hiring of 
czars and the socializing of health care. The pace 
and scale of our country’s transformation had an 
almost paralytic effect. Like deer transfixed by 
the headlights of an oncoming car, we knew the 
impact was coming and we didn’t know which way 
to run first.

Our little group decided it 
best just to start small, so 
we were actively looking for 
a simple project when it was 
mentioned that there was a 
need for people to work at 

the polls. There weren’t enough volunteers. And so 
we thought, this is perfect. It will be a one day gig. 
We’ll work for a day, that’ll be it, and we’ll move 
on to something else. But, what happened that 
day at the polls was much, much more than we’d 
ever bargained for. We saw chronic confusion over 
proper polling place procedures, we saw blatant 
disregard for inconvenient details in the election 
code, but most troubling of all, we saw outright, 
undeniable election fraud.

Let me stop here and assure you we didn’t all 
witness rampant racketeering. Most of us had great 
experiences at the polls; the kinds of experiences 
that make you proud to be an American, proud to 
be helping out. Some of us, though, didn’t have 
quite so idyllic a day. We watched as people were 
allowed to vote without showing any identification
whatsoever; they were just passed down the 
line of election workers and over to the voting 
booth without question. Or voters who came in 
with multiple registration cards and when told that 
one registration number was shown as having 
voted during early election period, was quick to 
pull out a second registration card, to which the 

election worker would respond “Oh, ok, that one 
works.” But the most common sightings were of 
those voters who would come into the polls and 
plainly state “I don’t remember who I’m supposed 
to vote for.” The election worker would hop up 
and say “I can help you with that”, then off to 
the voting booth they would go, whereupon the 
election worker would proceed to instruct the voter 
in who to vote for. Not how to vote - but who 
to vote for. There are reasons some voters need 
assistance. Maybe they have a physical limitation 
or a language barrier. Those are completely legal, 
permissible reasons to offer assistance. That’s not 
what I’m referring to. Whether or not the voter was 
being duped or was an accomplice we cannot say, 
but we knew what we witnessed wasn’t right. That 
one day was an experience we could not dismiss, 
we could not forget, and we certainly could not 
abide. So was born True the Vote and before you 
can say “free and fair” what was supposed to be 
a simple exercise in civic duty had become a full 
time avocation.

Determined to improve the process in Harris 
County, Texas we set about deconstructing the 
entire election process; examining how names 
were added to our voter registries, researching 
the veracity of those registries, training to work 
at the polls, and collecting data along to way to 
support changes in legislation. Harris County is 
the third largest voting block in the nation, having 
about 2 million registered voters and nearly 1000 
polling places. Even still, we made an impact. We 
helped uncover tens of thousands of error riddled 
voter registration applications, we identified and 
reported to our County on questionable active voter 
registrations, we recruited, trained, and mobilized 
volunteers to fill over 1,000 positions inside the 
polls, and we used our findings to identify patterns
that warranted reforms in our state election code.

A few amazing things happened on the way 
to upholding election integrity in our hometown 
Amazing Thing #1: we learned that not everyone 
was thrilled with the work we were doing. We’d 
honestly believed that True the Vote would transcend 
politics and be seen as an effort of value to all 
voters. In fact, we’d stumbled into one of the most
controversial, emotionally charged subjects there 
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is. Citizens, working within the system, upholding the 
law, was apparently more than some could bear. As a
consequence of my leadership, I was sued, threatened, 
and harassed. Pictures of my home and details about 
the finances of our family business were posted 
online. The leader of the New Black Panther Party 
made public, televised, statements about his intent 
to have poll workers affiliated with True the Vote 
thrown out of the polls. All because we’d dared to 
get involved. Amazing Thing #2: Even though our 
work only revealed the tip of the iceberg, people still 
seemed to grasp the idea that there was an iceberg. 
Masses of willing volunteers began signing up to help 
True the Vote. It was as if a dirty little secret had 
finally been said loudly enough for everyone to hear 
- election fraud exists and something must be done 
about it. People responded, not by passing the buck, 
but by rolling up their sleeves and helping research 
the voter rolls and work at the polls. Amazing Thing 
#3: Turns out, there were people across the country 
who’d seen what we’d seen, had many of the same 
concerns about their own elections, and wanted to 
work with us to bring True the Vote to their state. 
Overnight we became a leader in a new national 
movement towards election integrity.

Flash forward to 2012, True the Vote now has an 
exportable program of training, technology, and 
support to equip citizens so that they can help 
review the accuracy of voter rolls and registration 
applications, serve at the polls as election workers or 
observers, recognize problems in their local electoral 
processes and support commonsense solutions. One 
of the things that makes our organization unique is 
our commitment to providing comprehensive support 
to those who’ve decided to take a stand for honest 
elections. Our goal is not to be the lone national 
organization speaking out about these issues, but 
rather to help seed and assist local groups who 
want to work on election issues at a county or state 
level. We now have programs up and running in 32 
states and support hundreds of citizen-led election 
integrity efforts using the True the Vote model. Based 
on our research, we believe it is possible to engage 
1,000,000 volunteers for the 2012 elections. The truth 
is, though, that if there credit to be given for the 
success of True the Vote it is owed entirely to the 
thousands of volunteers who have joined in and taken 
action in their own communities.

How Bad Is Voter Fraud, Really?
Despite a disturbing resistance by our federal 
government to acknowledge the problem, election 
fraud is all over the map.

Many Americans would be shocked to know that 46 
states have prosecuted and/or convicted persons for 
election fraud in the last decade. Four party officials in 
Indiana, a sheriff in West Virginia, 38 Virginians netted 
in a state police investigation, a political operative 
in Maryland - all have been prosecuted for voter 
fraud in just the last few months. In fact, columnist 
Thomas Sowell recently opined that election fraud is 
“on a scale that can swing not only local but national 
elections, including the 2012 elections.”

What exactly is vote fraud? Well, it exists in many 
forms, like voting more than once, voting under an 
assumed identity, paying or being paid to vote, just to 
name a few. Then there is election fraud; illegal actions 
taken by election officials, parties, or politicians and 
intended to alter the outcome of an election. Third 
party voter registration organizations who knowingly 
submit false registration information is another all too
common crime. Headlines were made in 2008 when a 
group known as ACORN was found guilty in numerous 
states of intentionally turning in bogus applications. 
They claimed to have registered a record breaking 1.3 
million new voters, but 400,000 of those applications 
were ultimately rejected. How many more slid under 
the radar?

Remember, you don’t need a lot of fraud to swing 
an election. You just need fraud in the right places. 
And every vote counts. In 2000 the presidency of the 
United States was decided by little more than 500 
votes. Today it is commonly said that you need to
win a election by more than 5% just to account for 
the inherent margin of fraud.

Add to that the willful blindness of government officials 
who scoff when asked why it is that dead people 
can manage to cast a ballot, or why non-citizens are 
not routinely purged from our voter registries, or why 
military ballots are routinely handled with such flippant 
disregard that they end up not being processed or 
counted, or how it is possible that hundreds upon 
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hundreds of counties across the country have more 
than 100% of their eligible population registered to 
vote. The answers to these problems are not easy. 
But they are still problems that must be addressed 
Our electoral process is vulnerable to corruption from 
beginning to end - so why aren’t we doing more 
about it?

America has three big problems that prevent us from 
improving the state of our elections: an apathetic 
electorate, a lax electoral process, and chronic political
correctness. Stated another way, most American 
voters don’t really value their vote. This is evidenced 
by our abysmal rate of voter turnout. In fact, our 
voter turnout rate ranks dead last when compared to 
any other industrialized nation in the world. When you 
don’t value something there’s no incentive to improve 
it; so there it sits, weaknesses plainly on display. 
Increasingly lax standards in our election process 
inevitably produce increasingly unreliable results. And 
the few conversations that are had about how to 
shore up these weaknesses are immediately seized 
upon by certain politicians and special interest groups 
as fuel to further divide us based on drummed up 
race and class based narratives, stifling communication 
and leading to further voter disconnect. It’s a vicious 
cycle, but it can be fixed if citizens wake up, stand 
up, and refuse to settle for a broken system.

So What Does This Mean to You?
If you’ve read this far you know that protecting 
the integrity of our elections is something I believe 
in passionately. I hope you will be moved to get 
involved, to volunteer with True the Vote and work 
in your community to make your elections a shining 
example of democracy in action. Our country needs 
millions, literally millions, more poll workers. Talk with 
anyone who works in elections and they will be quick 
to tell you, good volunteers are hard to come by. And 
when you’re there, working at the polls, you will be
engaged in one of the most meaningful ways you 
can possibly be involved in your government. What 
future do we want for our country? Who among the 
candidates can be entrusted to carry your convictions 
and make the kinds of decisions you would make for 
your family? Our vote is where the rubber meets the 
road; without it, what are we? But somewhere along 

the way we started taking a hands off approach to 
our elections, becoming spectators in a process that 
works best only when citizens stay actively engaged. 
Now we are faced with inaccurate voter registries, 
polling places without volunteers, and little political 
will to prosecute perpetrators of election fraud. That is
reality. And there is no resolution to the problem 
without citizens showing back up to work at the 
polls. If not us, then who? Friends, we stand at a 
precipice. We can participate in returning our country 
to its roots of liberty or we can stand silently and 
watch as tyranny takes hold. Those are the only two 
choices we have. But, there is still the choice! These 
problems can be resolved. And, if we can shore 
up our elections, the most fundamental process of 
government, then there is nothing we can’t accomplish
together. Make no mistake, what I’m doing, what I’m 
asking you to do, is not convenient, it’s not easy, 
it’s not always fun. It would be so much easier if I 
hadn’t gotten the wake-up call. But, I did, and I think 
you did, too.

What Happens Next?
So, what happens next? Well, life goes on in all its 
fullness. We still have commitments to our families, 
we still have to work to make ends meet, we still 
have the every day ebb and flow of life, that will 
never change. But, from now on we must all set aside 
a portion of our lives for civic duty, to give back to 
our country. That means different things to each of 
us, but let it mean something. If you will stand with 
me to help restore the sanctity of our vote, I will 
stand with you. If you are drawn to another passion, 
another way to help restore liberty, whatever it is, 
go for it (and trust me, it’s almost always something 
you’d least expect). These are days of miracles. I 
know it to the marrow of my bones.

Congratulations, you’ve been chosen. Wake up, stand 
up, speak out, run hard, for such a time as this.


